Hugglescote and Donington le Heath Neighbourhood Plan – Submission Consultation

Ref:

(For official use only)

HUGGLESCOTE AND DONINGTON LE HEATH NEIGHBOURHOOD
PLAN
Submission Consultation – Response Form

Hugglescote and Donington le Heath Parish Council have submitted the Hugglescote and
Donington le Heath Neighbourhood Plan to North West Leicestershire District Council. In
accordance with Section 16 of the Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations 2012*, we
are now consulting on the neighbourhood plan, and would like your comments. The
consultation period will run for six weeks from Friday 12 March until the end of Friday 23
April 2021.
The submission plan and supporting documents can be viewed at
https://www.nwleics.gov.uk/pages/hugglescote_neighbourhood_plan
You can make representations to the Neighbourhood Plan by completing the form below
and emailing it to planning.policy@nwleicestershire.gov.uk or posting it to Planning Policy,
North West Leicestershire District Council, Council Offices, Whitwick Road, Coalville LE67
3FJ.
All responses must be received by the District Council by the end of 23 April 2021.

*Including amendment regulations; The Neighbourhood Planning (General) (Amendment)
Regulations 2015 and The Neighbourhood Planning (General) and Development Management
Procedure (Amendment) Regulations 2016.
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PART A – Personal Details
If you are responding on behalf of yourself, or your own organisation, please fill in all the ‘Personal Details’
fields. If an agent is appointed, please complete only the Title, Name and Organisation boxes in the
Personal Details column, but complete all the ‘Agent’s Details’ fields.

Personal Details

Agent’s Details (if applicable)

Title

Mr

First Name

Gary

Last Name

Lees

Job Title
(where relevant)

Executive Director

Organisation
(where relevant)

Thomas Harley Charities

Pegasus Group

Address Line 1

4, The Courtyard

Address Line 2

Church Street

Address Line 3

Lockington

Address Line 4
Postcode

DE74 2SL

Telephone

01509 670806

Email address

Do you wish to be notified of the Council’s decision on the Neighbourhood Plan proposal?
✔ Yes

No
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PART B – Your Representation
In the left column below, please state which part of the Neighbourhood Plan your representation
relates to (for example which section, page or policy). In the right column, please submit your
comments.
You can comment on as many different parts of the Neighbourhood Plan as you wish (please add
more lines if required).
Section, page or
Policy (please specify
for each comment)

Comments

Policy G1 – Limits to
Development

Support - The extent of the defined limits to development shown in Figure
2.1 and referred to Policy G1 are considered to be appropriately identified
and justified.

Policy H3 – Windfall Sites

Objection - The principle of a Windfall Sites policy is supported, however the
arbitrary windfall site threshold of 5 dwellings contained in Policy H3 fails to
meet Basic Conditions a) and d).
The identification of a threshold for windfall sites does not accord with the
NPPF, where the Glossary defines windfall sites as: “Sites not specifically
identified in the development plan”. No size thresholds for windfall sites is
identified in the NPPF.
The adopted Local Plan does not contain any policies for windfall
development, it defines Limits to Development under Policy S3 Countryside
where the supporting text at paragraph 5.23 states “We have defined Limits
to Development around most of our settlements as a means of distinguishing
between areas of potential for new development and areas which can be
regarded as countryside where development will be considered having
regard to the provisions of Policy S3”. The Limits to Development in
Neighbourhood Plan area (Policy G1) form part of the Coalville Urban Area
in the adopted Local Plan where Policy S2 defines this as the Principal Town
and top of the settlement hierarchy where “The largest amount of new
development will be directed here”.
Accordingly, in seeking to restrict development potential in the Coalville
Urban Area under draft Policy H3 as is proposed, and in failing to allocate
any sites for development, the Neighbourhood Plan is in clear conflict with
the adopted Local Plan,
The policy is not flexible, suitably evidenced and does not take account of
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site-specific opportunities. The 5 dwelling threshold is not based upon any
specific evidence and could prevent sustainable development(s) consisting
of more than 5 dwellings coming forward appropriately within the
settlement limits. These potentially larger sites could arguably be more
sustainable by helping to mitigate a specific issue or by presenting potential
opportunities to address specific local issues by improving/providing
important community facilities.
The policy currently provides a number of criteria (a-h) that development
must satisfy in order to be considered as a sustainable windfall development
site. The criteria identified actually provide a useful policy framework to
guide the delivery of sustainable development opportunities, without
setting a threshold. However, the evidence of local housing need that
accompanies the submitted Neighbourhood Plan is woefully inadequate in
identifying housing needs; criterion b) therefore requires amendment to be
justified.
An update to Policy H3 is therefore required to meet the Basic Conditions in
providing a degree of flexibility and to ensure that development accords
with the NPPF and the adopted Local Plan. Removing the threshold for
windfall sites would remove a significant barrier that could prevent a
sustainable development site coming forward.
Revised policy wording is proposed:
“POLICY H3 Windfall Sites Proposals for infill and redevelopment sites
(individual dwellings or small groups of dwellings of up to 5) will be
supported where:
a) They are within the Limits to Development;
b) they help to meet an the identified housing requirement for Hugglescote
and Donnington le Heath in terms of housing mix (Policy H1);
c)…
Policy ENV 3 – Important
Open Spaces

No objection – Policy ENV 3 seeks to identify those sites to which adopted
Local Plan Policy IF3 relates to in respect of the Neighbourhood Plan area.
The policy is therefore considered to accord with the Local Plan and national
policy. It is worth noting that this policy includes Site 02 Ashburton Road
recreation ground, which is also Site 96 in Appendix 5.

Policy ENV 1 – Protection
of Local Green Spaces

It is important to recognise that there are a number of policies in the
submitted plan that seek to protect sites from development for various
reasons. It is not clear the precise rationale for such various designations
(ENV1 – local green spaces; ENV2 – sites of environmental significance;
ENV3 – important open spaces; ENV4 – local heritage assets; ENV5 – ridge &
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furrow; ENV6 – biodiversity and habitat connectivity; and ENV7 – important
views), but there is certainly a degree of overlap with some of these
proposed designations and certainly a lack of appropriate justification in
some case having regard to national policy. The first basic condition of a
neighbourhood plan is to have appropriate regard to national policy, with
paragraph 16 of the NPPF stating that Plans should: “(f) serve a clear
purpose, avoiding unnecessary duplication of policies that apply to a
particular area (including policies in this Framework, where relevant)”.
The following submissions focus on the submitted plan complying with the
basic condition of having appropriate regard to national policy; this requires
a streamlining of the proposed designations to ensure that policies are
appropriately justified having regard to national policy.
By way of background, it is helpful to note that my client, Thomas Harley’s
Charities, owns the land shown coloured blue and red on the attached plan.
The western field is in agricultural use with no public access other than via
the public rights of way that cross the land; the eastern field is leased to the
parish council (via the district council) who use the land in the north-west
corner for a play area and the remainder as informal recreation land. This is
on a rolling lease renewed on the 4th January annually.
Objection – Policy ENV 1 is not considered to be justified and does not
accord with the NPPF in relation to the identification of Local Green Spaces
(LGS) and subsequently fails to meet Basic Condition a).
The identification of all the land forming the Donington Fields proposed
Local Green Space designation is not considered to be justified or based
upon appropriate evidence having regard to national policy. The extent of
the proposed Donington Fields designation includes a number of parcels of
land in differing ownerships and with differing functions.
An assessment of various parcels of land are contained within Survey and
Research Data at Appendix 5 to the Neighbourhood Plan. Site 96 is a
recreation ground and play area and is a distinct parcel of land to the rest of
the proposed Local Green Space designation. The site (Ashburton Rd
Recreation Ground) is already defined as an important open space and is
afforded protection via Policy ENV3 to which we raise no objections. It is
therefore duplicitous and contrary to the NPPF for the site to also form part
of this proposed Local Green Space designation.
Page 4 of Appendix 5 identifies the approach taken to scoring and the
subsequent identification of proposed Local Green Space designations. The
approach identifies that sites scoring over 75% (24 out of 32) or more could
be considered for the Local Green Space designation.
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The proposed Donington Fields LGS designation is made up of the following
land parcels that have all been assessed using the criteria and scoring
system as set out in Appendix 5:
Site 85 – scrubland, score of 25
Site 85A & 90 – horse paddocks, score of 21
Sites 86, 87, 88 & 89 – National Forest Plantation, score of 32
Site 96 recreation ground, score of 29
Site 97 arable farmland, score of 20
Numerous aspects of the scoring are questionable, a number being highly
subjective (beauty, tranquillity) and others lacking credible evidence
(history, wildlife). Notwithstanding the criteria and scoring allocated, the
NPPF is clear at paragraph 100 that Local Green Space designation should
only be used where the green space is (in addition to two other
requirements):
(b) demonstrably special to a local community and holds a particular local
significance, for example because of its beauty, historic significance,
recreational value (including as a playing field), tranquillity or richness of its
wildlife.
Sites 86 – 89 the National Forest plantation and site 96 the recreation
ground are the only ones that are considered capable of meeting the
paragraph 100 criteria. However, paragraph 99 of the NPPF also requires
LGS sites to “be capable of enduring beyond the end of the plan period”. As
noted above, the lease on the recreation ground to the parish council is
renewed annually on 4th January and it cannot therefore be certain that the
site will endure beyond the plan period (to 2031). Site 96 would thus fail
this requirement of the NPPF.
It should however be noted that Site 96 is proposed to be protected under
Policy ENV3 – Important Open Spaces, to which we raise no objections.
There is a section in the submitted Neighbourhood Plan that precedes the
wording of proposed Policy ENV1 entitled ‘The setting of Donington le Heath
Manor House’. It is not entirely clear how this part of the plan relates to
proposed Policy ENV1, but it appears that the ‘setting’ of Donnington le
Heath Manor House is a further reason to preclude development in the area
identified on Figure 5 of the Plan. The approach of prohibiting development
within such a defined area is however flawed, being contrary to national
policy and guidance in a number of ways.
Firstly, mapping the extent of a setting in perpetuity or even for a plan
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period, as the Neighbourhood Plan does in Figure 5, is wholly incorrect and
policy and guidance could not be clearer on this matter.
The NPPF states at paragraph ??, with regards to setting, that:
“Its extent is not fixed and may change as the asset and its surroundings
evolve.”
Historic England’s Guidance on The Setting of Heritage Assets (GPA3 2017)
states:
“While setting can be mapped in the context of an individual application or
proposal, it cannot be definitively and permanently described for all time as
a spatially bounded area or as lying within a set distance of a heritage asset.
This is because the surroundings of a heritage asset will change over time,
and because new information on heritage assets may alter what might
previously have been understood to comprise their setting and the values
placed on that setting and therefore the significance of the heritage asset.”
Furthermore, even if the definition of a setting were appropriate here (and it
clearly is not), the setting of the Manor House is presented within the
Neighbourhood Plan with no evidence that it has been defined on the basis
of a full assessment of setting in line with Historic England Guidance on how
areas of setting might contribute to heritage significance, which is the
terminology used in the relevant policy tests of the NPPF.
Following on from this, these key tests, including that given in Paragraph 196
of the NPPF, do not preclude development which may cause harm to
designated heritage assets such as the Listed Manor House, but rather
requires a balancing of this harm against the public benefits of the proposed
scheme. Hence the policy is contrary to the NPPF in requiring the loss or
adverse impact upon an area of setting not be permitted other than in
exceptional circumstances. Rather, the harm to the heritage significance of
an asset through setting should be weighed against the public benefits of a
proposed scheme.
The draft NP Plan policy can be further demonstrated to be incorrect if it is
considered against a hypothetical situation where a scheme was proposed
at Donington Fields which was sensitively designed and caused no harm to
the heritage significance of The Manor House through changes in setting,
but resulted in the ‘loss’ of the LGS. To consider such a scheme (which would
be contrary to the NP Policy) unacceptable for matters relating to heritage
would not be in line with national policy if no harm to heritage significance
were being caused.
In conclusion, for all the reasons set above, the proposed Donington Fields
LGS designation should be limited to parcels 86, 87, 88 & 89 as defined in
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Appendix 5 to the Plan and the Section of the Plan on ‘The setting of
Donington le Heath Manor House’ and Figure 5 should be deleted.
Policy ENV 7: Protection of
Important Views.

Objection - Policy ENV7 identifies a number of views that the Plan wishes to
protect without clear and evidenced justification as required by national
policy.
Paragraph 31 of the NPPF identifies “that the preparation and review of all
policies should be underpinned by relevant and up-to-date evidence. This
should be adequate and proportionate, focused tightly on supporting and
justifying the policies concerned, and take into account relevant market
signals.”
Paragraph: 036 Reference ID: 8-036-20190721 of the Government’s Planning
Practice Guidance identifies in relation to the identification of local
landscape that “where landscapes have a particular local value, it is
important for policies to identify their special characteristics and be
supported by proportionate evidence.”
The supporting evidence contained in Appendix 7 and the supporting Figure
14 in the Plan, offers only images of sightlines but offer no specific landscape
characteristics or features that are important to retain.
Views will of course change over time as the landscape changes –
hedgerows and vegetation may grow to prevent certain views that are
available at present. The NPPF contains no policies specifically on views or
on protecting them.
Given the lack of evidence or identification of what special characteristics
the proposed protected views offer, it is considered that national policy
does not support the identification of the listed views in Policy ENV 7
without evidence or justification, it is therefore considered that Policy ENV7
fails Basic Condition (a).

Policy ENV 2: Protection of
Sites of an Environmental
Significance

Objection – This proposed policy seeks to provide protection for sites that
are considered locally to be of historic or natural value but fail the criteria
for LGS designation. As far as heritage considerations are concerned, the
proposed policy fails the Basic Condition of having appropriate regard to
national policy for the following reasons.
The terminology used in this policy does not match the approach or
terminology given in key guidance, including Historic England’s Statements
of Significance and the Setting of Heritage Assets, and the NPPF.
The Policy maps a number of sites including ‘locally-valued’ archaeological
sites and states that:
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“The environmental value of these sites will be balanced against the benefits
of any proposed or strategic development affecting them; damage or
destruction of the identified environmental features (Appendix 5,
Environmental Inventory) should be avoided”.
The key policy tests of the NPPF, and the whole approach advocated by
Historic England in their guidance on assessing impacts across a suite of
documents, is that it is any harm to the heritage significance of assets
should be weighed against the public benefits of the proposed scheme. The
term ‘value’ might be considered to reflect the heritage significance of the
asset, but it is the scale of any harm or loss and the significance of the asset
(paragraph 197 of the NPPF), that should be considered.
Furthermore, the requirement to avoid harm to any such heritage assets is
out of line with the NPPF, which requires that harm to non-designated
heritage assets be considered as part of a balanced judgement.
Accordingly, Policy ENV2 insofar as heritage matters are concerned, fails the
Basic Condition in not having regard to national policies.
Policy ENV 5: Ridge and
Furrow

Objection – The policy fails to have regard to national policies in respect of
heritage. It incorrectly states that several areas of ridge and furrow mapped
on Figure 11.3 are ‘non-designated local heritage assets’.
National guidance on the assessment of ridge and furrow, Historic England
and Northamptonshire County Council’s 2001 document ‘Turning the
Plough’ gives a methodology for assessing the significance of ridge and
furrow earthworks, and applies this to identify 43 Priority Townships where
the most significant ridge and furrow is present (Neither Donington nor
Hugglescote are identified as such). The methodology given in this
document is clear that ridge and furrow should be considered as township
units, rather than individual blocks or other groups of earthworks and, as
such, where it is considered to be a non-designated heritage asset, it is the
entirety of the earthworks within each township (here Hugglescote or
Donington) that is one asset, and impacts should be assessed on that
township asset as a whole.
Furthermore, as non-designated heritage assets, any harm to their heritage
significance should be considered as part of a balanced judgement, in line
with paragraph 197 of the NPPF, rather than to prohibit development.
The supporting text for this policy states:
“Historic England recognises the national historical importance of ridge and
furrow and supports its protection as a non-designated heritage asset”.
Historic England have not stated that all ridge and furrow is of national
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importance, nor indeed that all ridge and furrow is a heritage asset – their
studies have been clear that different areas of ridge and furrow earthworks
have different levels of significance and provide a methodology for the
assessment of such significance. That methodology has not been applied
here and thus Policy ENV5 fails Basic Condition a).
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Declaration
I understand that all comments submitted will be considered in line with this consultation,
and that my comments will be made publically available and may be identifiable to my name
/ organisation.
I acknowledge that I have read and accept the information and terms specified under the
Data Protection and Freedom of Information Statement.
Signed: Gary Lees
Date: 22/04/2021

DATA PROTECTION AND FREEDOM OF INFORMATION STATEMENT
The personal information you provide on this form will be processed in accordance with the
requirements of the Data Protection Act. It will be used only for the preparation of the
Hugglescote and Donington le Heath Neighbourhood Plan as required by the Neighbourhood
Planning (General) Regulations 2012*, save for requests of such information required by way of
enactment. Your name, organisation and representations will be made publicly available when
displaying and reporting the outcome of this statutory consultation stage, and cannot be treated
as confidential. Other details, including your address and signature, will be treated as
confidential.
You should not include any personal information in your comments that you would not wish to
be made publicly available.

*Including amendment regulations; The Neighbourhood Planning (General) (Amendment)
Regulations 2015 and The Neighbourhood Planning (General) and Development Management
Procedure (Amendment) Regulations 2016.

Please send completed forms to planning.policy@nwleicestershire.gov.uk or
Planning Policy Team, NWLDC, Council Offices, Whitwick Road, Coalville LE67 3FJ

The deadline for responses is the end of Friday 23 April 2021
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